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About This Game

You wake up with no memory. Your day is starting off great!

Nepenthe is a hand-drawn RPG with a terrible sense of humor. Set in the strange world of Carithia, you play as a mysterious
bald dude who lost his memory. Yes, you read that right. Meet some very polite monsters, and battle both them and your sense

of self-dignity in epic bullet-hell fight scenes.

Definitely not a potato in a trench coat

Sporting a childish hand-drawn art style, Nepenthe is sure to either make you love it at first glance, or throw your computer
away. The developer of Nepenthe takes no responsibility for such actions, and recommends drinking chamomile tea. “It’s really
soothing,” he says. “You should really try it one day,” he says. “What was I talking about?” He asks. There is an awkward pause.

designed for non-psychopaths, mostly

With three different endings, and countless side-quests, Nepenthe is designed for ultimate replayability. This can get quite
annoying if you need to share a computer with someone else. Trust me. Almost every monster can be spared, for added

challenge and less violence. They can also be killed - don’t worry, you psychopaths! If you enjoy dad-jokes or Chinese water
torture, Nepenthe is for you.

Nepenthe is designed for both casual and hardcore gamers alike.
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Explore two modes: "Adventure" or "Story," to find the play-style that best suits you.
"Adventure" mode is a bullet-hell extravaganza, with ever increasing difficulty as the game progresses.
"Story" mode's battles are easy one-click things, designed for those who just want the story, not the gameplay.
Enjoy stunning hand-drawn art along the way

Join us, as we stare into the Orb together.
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No multiplayer. Why would you buy this if not by mistake?. I assumed this was an enchanting story based game, but i was only
half right. The game was beyond my expectations in every way, the music, the story in such your actions determine the end, and
the maleability of how you play.

no, really.  10/12 

I'm  really excited about future updates!!. Do not buy this at full price, or at all to be quit frank. First off the main reason anyone
would want to buy this is to play as scarface. Sorry to break it to you, but its a very very poor knockoff, his model is just a
regular cuban man, with very mediocre voice lines. The little friend assault rifle will without a doubt for me is the worst assault
rifle in the game. While boasting impressive damage, it has a terrible ammo pool of 40, not 400, 40. With a terrible ammo
pickup. The grenade launcher attachment is decent, having better ammo pickup than the gun its attached to being its only saving
grace. This assault rifle also practically has no customization, and would require an extremely specific set of skills to be even
ususable on any heist that lasts longer than 5 minutes. The perk deck is not at all what was shown to us, Do not think that when
you take the injector you are invulnerable. You take reduced damage, but still nowhere near making it worth taking on any
difficulty higher than mayhem. Overall this pack is nowhere near worth the $5.00 and left me incredibly dissappointed. It felt
like a cashgrab and it really shows.. Epic Horror Game!!. So you have a cursor, but your shooting is 8-directional. Because that's
how you shoot in dagestan. Keep in mind these guys are making money here.. Fantastic and challenging! You will die in this
game....... a lot..... but you will become addicted quickly. Well worth the price.. it's actually game of the year 2018. I nominated
this for "game I thought was cool before it won an award" because I think it's cool and it hasn't won anything to my knowledge
??? The puzzles are fun and I get that satisfied feeling when I figure something out. The art is fantastic, cybertwee and whatnot.
Get it dawg. Classic game.
Better than XRD.
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MUH CHILDHOOD. That was a pretty fun little game. :)

This would be a great multiplayer game.
And you are gonna want to get kneepads, cause it gets intense in the winter of battle.

Seems like the only thing really missing is some of the audio.. A cute little interlude for the coming main attraction:
Blackenrock.
Well worth the low price.. Garbage controls. A game "created to relieve psychological stress" that actually causes more.
Controls are frustrating and overly floaty. Levels are badly designed IF they've been designed at all. Also I'm not sure you can
beat the game at all.

No relaxation and the only balls are on the developer for trying to charge for this.

Quick Look: https:\/\/youtu.be\/C_nwLaGhkCQ. Walking around, talking to people, doing some very light platforming and
puzzles.
Wouldn't be much of a game if not for amazing vaporwave-memey atmosphere, jokes, aesthetics and great soundtrack.. ah
nostalgia... great game. i finally finished it after 10 years... now i just gotta find space harrier.... Used to love these games as a
kid. Doesn't get any easier though!. basically its a math, vocabulary, and geography learning game for kids.

you control a little plane and move it towards the right answers.

the game contains a short "story" mode and after that, also a challenge + a infinite mode including global leadboards for
on/offline play.

because you can either play with keyboard, mouse, controller... with up to 4 players, it could also be good when you hang around
with some friends!
(to see them fail at the easiest questions :D)

the internet is full of free learning games so the price of currently 8,99€ is a little excessive.

on the other hand, if you have small kids and want them to have something to play on your account, this might be a good choice.

Road to Eden - Alpha 3.53.1 Hotfix!:
Road to Eden Alpha 3.53.1 Hotfix

All updates will be pushed into the alpha branch for further testing before we move them to the main branch, you are all
welcome to join the alpha branch!. Visual Novel/Music Game, Symphonic Rain, Now Available!:
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It's time to dust off your Fortelle and find a vocal partner because the Symphonic Rain HD Remaster is now available
for purchase!

Play the definitive version of the 2004 Visual Novel/Music game classic from KOGADO Studio, with visuals remastered in
beautiful high-def by original character artist Siro. Also available for the first time (officially) in English!

Set in Piova, the city of music and endless rain, guide Chris Vertin on the path to become a Fortenist—a master of the magical
instrument known as the Fortelle. Play music sections with different vocal partners set to the beautiful melodies composed and
sung by Ritsuko Okazaki. Experience multiple endings based on your choices and performances.

When the sound of Chris's playing harmonizes with the voice of the musical magic fairy, who knows what might happen? Play
now and find out!

http://store.steampowered.com/app/629650/Symphonic_Rain/

Find more information along with messages from the staff on the official website: 
http://www.kogado.com/sw/contents/kuroneko/sr2017/en/. Build 1.08.1206 on Beta branch:
New additions to beta branch:
- tweaks for auto-win requirements in auto resolving a challenge - previously the calculations only took into account proportion
of units, so when the player had an overwhelming advantage even with weak units, auto-win was used. Now, the quality of units
is taken into account as well.

- added difficulty setting which enables the player to limit allowed card number during challenges. There are 3 settings - off, 16
(player:16, AI:25) and 12 (player:12, AI:25). Additional cards would start on the discard pile and can be drawn in further
rounds.

- rebalanced the difficulty bonuses values (e.g. increased bonus for smaller villager count). Overall maximum difficulty is 300%

- slowed down general world progress, giving a bit more room for different play-styles with newly introduced difficulties.

- lairs, whose units get killed, may disappear (they are not out there only to serve as a food. A lair that cannot sustain itself
collapses making room for new lairs later on).

- removed Steam wrapper for Mac and Linux, hoping to achieve more stable build.

- balance across some enemy groups e.g. Mamuna group size base decreased from 4 to 3 (note that groups scale with difficulty
as well).

- fix for floating orcs and goblins.

As always, the beta branch password is "KuChwaleGorda".
. Play Worms Reloaded with Team17 this Thursday:
This Thursday from 4pm UK time, some Team17 staff will be hosting games online on Worms Reloaded. We expect this
particular session to last about 4 hours, so it would be great if any of you want to join in. :). Halloween Sale, START!:
Hi All

The Halloween Sales have started and Star Sky is 75% off!

Let's relax and take a midnight stroll through the game. If you meet a strange event, you can stop and interact with it. Lets
inflate your imagination and think of how the story is evolving. The perfect game for autumn nights.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/407020/Star_Sky/

If you haven't played Star Sky yet, please take this opportunity to check it out. If you are already enjoying it, considering gifting
it to a friend during the sales!. Road Redemption V0.823 update!!:
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-Significant performance improvements
-Game no longer can lose track of players on the final campaign mode track
-Graphical improvements
-Slight mission tweaks
-Halloween stuff put in the closet til next year
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